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ABSTRACT 
In this note a new way is presented to calculate the generating function of the ring of covariants 
associated to a system of binary forms. Only some linear algebra is used. An application is given 
to the classification of the Cohen-Macaulay modules among all modules of covariants. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The generating function of the covariants of a system of binary forms was 
introduced and first studied by Cayley in the nineteenth century. He observed 
that it is a power series development of some rational function. He and Syl- 
vester devised several ways to compute such a rational function. In fact Syl- 
vester [lo] compiled several tables with the explicit results of computations he 
made with the help of Franklin. In 1880 Franklin [6] gave an exact account of 
how they were computed. 
There were no new numerical results until some years ago Springer [8] used 
elementary methods to obtain a closed formula for the irreducible case. With 
its help and the help of a computer the old results were checked and new ones 
found. See [4], [3]. His result renewed the theoretical interest in the subject too. 
For some conjectures in this field see the article of Dixmier’s [5]. 
In this note we show that the generating functions associated to a system of 
*The author thanks the Mathematical Institute of the University of Base1 for its hospitality during 
his stay in the spring of 1989. 
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m binary forms can be seen as solutions of some explicit system of inhomo- 
geneous linear equations with coefficients in the field of rational functions in 
m variables Q(T,, . . . . fm). As an application the generating functions of the 
ring of covariants, the ring of invariants, and some modules of covariants can 
be written as the quotient of the determinants of two explicit matrices. The 
proof is completely elementary. 
Analogous results hold for the representations of the other semisimple 
groups as well. This will be the subject of subsequent work. 
As an application we prove that (under some restrictions) certain modules of 
covariants over the ring of invariants are not Cohen-Macaulay. In the case of 
one form of degree d with d= 1,2 (mod 4) we use a result of Van den Bergh’s 
[2] to classify all modules of covariants which are Cohen-Macaulay. 
2. GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
Let k be an (algebraically closed) field of characteristic zero. Let G = SL(2, k) 
and R, the irreducible representation of G on the binary forms of degree d. 
Let A be a finitely generated k-algebra, graded by N”; with G acting on it 
by graded algebra automorphisms. Moreover, let A4 be a finitely generated 
(Zm-)graded A-module, with G acting on it by graded automorphisms, such 
that g(am) = ga-gm, for all g E G, a EA and m EM. We can associate to A4 three 
generating functions $3 (M), YJr(M) and %?d((M). (Here T denotes the torus in 
G consisting of the diagonal matrices.) We will define them now. 
Let V be a finite dimensional T-module. It decomposes as a direct sum 
of one dimensional representations: I/= OiEl k, , v;EZ. T acts on k, by 
diag (s, s- ‘). a := s”a, with s E k * and a E k. Define the formal character of V 
to be x(V):= C,,,x”~~Z[x,x~‘]. For example 
X(Rd)=x-d+x~d+‘+ . . . +Xd, -~ 
x-xpl . 
If j = (j,, . . . , j,) E Z”, we denote by tj := t{ltzJ’ ... tk, for some formal vari- 
ables t;. By mult (R;, V) we denote the multiplicity of Ri in the G-module V. 
Now we define 
?J(M; t):= C dim Mj.t’EZ[[t~,~..,tm~[t;‘,...,t~‘]; 
j E P” 
gG(M;X,t):= C mult (R;,Mj).xit’.Z[x][[t,,...,t,n[tl’,...,t,’]. 
jEZ’” 
We will call them respectively the usual, the T-equivariant and the G-equivariant 
generating functions. The first one is also known by the names of Hilbert series, 
Molien series and Poincare series. The second also as the formal character of 
the graded module M. They are all additive functions. 
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3.A RELATION 
From now on we will fix the representation V:= Rd,@ 1.. @ Rdm. We can 
suppose that {d,,d,, . . . . d,} is the set of even di in {d,,...,d,}. We take 
A :=k[V] with its natural IV-grading. G acts on it as a group of graded ring 
automorphisms. 
The formal character of A can be written as the expansion of a rational 
function 
Let 
where rczl is the smallest integer greater than or equal to a. Defining 
m 





Define a;(t) by the equation 
XP+If(XA,t)-X -P-‘f(~,t)=: C a/(t)(xi+‘-x-‘-l). 
This is possible, because the left-hand side is invariant up to sign under the 
substitution x : =x _ ‘. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let ~20. We have the following relation between G- 
equivariant generating functions. 
PROOF. 
XP 
” afV)~ct~@Ri;X~O= ftx,t)nz=, t1 _tk)- 
We start with establishing an identity between formal characters. 
C a/(t)9r(A@Ri;x,t)= 
I 





@W x-x-’ > 
9e,(A;x,t) 
( 




x-x-l ‘f(x,t)f(x-l,t)n;~O (1-h) 
XP+If(X-‘,t)-x-J_‘f(x,t) 








Using the character formula for Rd and the fact that every G-representation is 
determined by its formal character, we are done. n 
4.A SYSTEMOFRELATIONS 
The relations of 3.1 suffice to determine ‘ZSG(A). We first prove some 
lemmas and give some definitions. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let p 2 0, and SF the Kronecker delta. Then 
a# :=o, . . . . t,:=O)=B,y. 
PROOF. This follows easily from the definitions. 
Define 
(n + 1)2 
n+(n-2)+...+1=- if n is odd 
$0 = 
4 
n(n + 2) 
n+(n-2)+ ... +2= ___ if n is even. 
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Put s= c;=, s @I) Then s is the degree with respect to x of f(x, t). .
Write t-‘:=(t;l,...,t;‘). 
4.2. LEMMA. 1. If Ospss-2 and i>s-2 then af(t)=O. 
2. If Ospss-2 and a:_,(t)#O, then p=O orp-s-2; a,S:i= 1. 
3. Let T:= nT=, (-t;) rdd’21, then q!‘(tP1)= - TP1q-2mP(t). 
PROOF. It is straightforward to prove that 
Then 
zz T- ‘(x- “‘P’If(x,t)-Xr-P~‘f(X~‘,t)) 
= T (_ T-1af-2-i’(t))(xi+1 -x-‘~‘). 
So af’(t ‘) = - T-1af-2-P(t). 
The other statements follow easily from the definition. 
n 
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REMARK. Let P;(t) be defined by the equation: f(x, t) =: C:=, Pi(t)X’. Then 
= cpixp+l-i_ cpixi-p-I 
I I 
= c (Pp-;-Pi+p+2)xi+1. 
So af=Pp-i-Pj+p+2’ If p 2 s - 1 the relation becomes 
XP 
CP,-;(t)~o(AOR;;x,t)=f(x,t)n;,, (1_t,). 
Define the matrix ~2 by 
~=(oP)i,pE(0,1,2 ,_.., S-2)’ 




In terms of the pi: 
,& 0 0 . . . 0 
p, PO 0 -*. i 
P2 PI PO *.* 0 
.._ *.. -._ 0 
./3-2 ... P2 PI PO 1 _ 
P2 P3 /34 *** PA 
P3 P4 ..* Ps 0 
p4 .-. p, 0 i 
: .: : *: . 
p, 0 . . . . . . 0 I 
l 
From now on we will suppose that sz 2. 
4.3. THEOREM. det &#O and we have matrix equation: 
PROOF. This follows from 3.1 and 4.1. 
Using Cramer’s rule this system of equations can be solved. 
4.4. COROLLARY. Let 0s jss- 2. Let Z?(j) be the matrix obtained from & 
by replacing the column with index j by % 
Then 
??o(A@Rj; x3 t)= 
det %(j)(x, t) 
det d(t) ’ 
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Moreover we have for the usual generating functions for some modules of 
covarian ts 
$2 ((A OR;)C; t) = 
det SC3 (j)(x : = 0, t) 
det J(t) * 
REMARK. If all nk are even, one can do slightly better. In that case we can 
work with matrices with sizes half as big. Take 





&MI:, (1 -tk) > iE(0,2,4 ,._., s-2)’ 
Then again A!. $? = V, with det d#O. 
5.AN EXAMPLE 
Let V= R,. Then f(x, t) = (1 - x4t)( 1 - x2t) = 1 - x2t - x4t + x6t2, so s = 6. The 
number 4 is even so we can use the remark after the theorem. We have 
&+; y, ;j -[;; t ij =[‘1:z 1;; -;j; 
l Y= 
(l- t)(l -X9)(1 -X5) 
s?(O)= 
1 
(1 -t)(l -XQ)(l -X9) t - t2 
X2 
(1- t)(l -X%)(1 -X5) 
l-t2 0 
X4 
(1 - 1)(1 -X%)(1 -X5) -t 
1 
L 
From the theorem it follows that 
. 
gc(A)= 
det (B(O)) (1 - tq - xqt - P) + x4(t2( 1 - ?)) 
det (~2) = (1 - t)(l -X9)(1 -X9)(1 - ?)(l - P)(l + t) = 
1 + x6t3 
= (1 - P)(l - P)(l -X9)(1 -XW’ 
from which it follows that %J (A’) = l/((l - t2)( 1 - t3)). This agrees with the 
classical results (see [7], p. 61). 
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6. AFUNCTIONALEQUATION 
Let B be the Bore1 subgroup consisting of the upper triangular matrices in 
G. Denote by U the unipotent radical of B. Then the G-equivariant generating 
function of A @Ri can be identified with the T-equivariant generating function 
of its I/-invariants (A@Ri)U. It is known that the rings A’ and AC both are 
Gorenstein graded algebras. This implies a functional equation for the gener- 
ating functions (for a single grading). We will prove directly from the formula 
of the generating functions we gave in corollary 4.4 that there exist functional 
equations in several situations. 
6.1. LEMMA 
det d(t-t) = (- T)‘- ‘( - l)l’- “‘I det d(t). 
A lso 
det B(i)(~-~,t~‘)=(-T~‘)~-~(-l)l~-“~~-~T~x~ i (-Ik) det B(i). 
k=l 
PROOF. The first statement follows from lemma 4.2(3), the second statement 
from 
X 
-i _ T- lxsm2si e 
f(d,t-‘)n;=, (1-t;‘) =f(x,t)n;=, (I-tk)’ -T2x2 k!, (-tk)’ 
6.2. PROPOSITION. Let Olics- 2. We have the functional equation 
This proposition for the case i= 0 was already known to Cayley and Syl- 
vester. See [6]. 
If (Ki,j)i,je{0,1,2 ,..., s-2) is some matrix, define X[i, j 1 k, I] to be the minor 
of R one gets by erasing the rows with index i, j and the columns with index 
k, 1. In the matrix .%?(i)(x := 0, t) only the first entry of column i is non-zero; 
in fact it is l/fli=, (1 -tk). So 
6.3. LEMMA. Zf O<i<s-2 
det .%?((i)(x:=O,t)=det &[O,s-21&s-2] 
1 
rI’,=, (1 -t!X 
det %(i)(x:=O,t-‘)= 
=(_T-1)S-3(__I)[Sp1/21-1 
kfI, (-tkl) det S?(i)(x:=O,t). 
The lemmas 6.1 and 6.3 imply the following proposition. 
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6.4. PROPOSITION. Let 0s i<s - 2. We have a functional equation 
(Compare Stanley [9], example 4.2 and theorem 4.3, where he proved this for 
an irreducible representation.) 
There need not be a functional equation of this kind if izs- 2. 
6.5. PROPOSITION. 
9((A@R,_2)G; t-I)=(- l)dim V-lt;l+l...t$+‘. ~((A@R,_,)G; + 
VI:=, (-hc) - 
rl:_, (1 -f/c). 
PROOF. There are two relations: 
1. Es,,’ ~~P2(t)~((A@Ri)G)=0; 
2. 1.;:; a:(t)YW40R,)G)= 1/n;=, (1 -t/J. 
So using proposition 6.4 and lemma 4.2 we get 
S((A@R,_,)‘; t-l)= 
s-3 
=- C afm2(t-1)~((A@R;)G; t-l) 
,=O 
s=3 
= -1. -Tpl(-l)dim v-ltF+‘...t$+l C &f)~((A@R,)G;t) 
,=o 
= T-I(_l Y~ltfL+l...pL+l. 
m 
.( -cx,O-~~((AOR,_~)~; t)+ 
1 
n;=, (1 - tk) > 
=(-1) dim V~ltd,+l...td,,,+l ~~~AO~,-,)G;~)- 
VI’,=, (-t/J 
1 m 
rI;=, (1 -h) . 
n 
EXAMPLE. If V=R,, then s=9 and 
g((AGRd’)= 
t3+2tS+3t7+3t9+3t11 +3t13 + t15+ tl’- t21 
(1 - P)(l - P)(l -P) 
There is a system of parameters {f4,f8,fi2} in AC of degrees 4, 8 and 12 (see 
[7], p. 61). So (A @R7)’ is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if it is free over 
kv4, fs,fi2]. It follows from the generating function that this cannot be the 
case. So it is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
7.THECOHEN-MACAULAYPROPERTY 
Recently Van den Bergh [2] proved that (AORi)’ is Cohen-Macaulay if 
i<s- 2. In this section we prove that some modules of covariants are not 
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Cohen-Macaulay. For example in the case that I/= R,, with d= 1,2 mod 4, 
(d>2), we prove that (AOR;)’ is not Cohen-Macaulay if i>s-2. 
Let R(t) = P(t)/Q(t) # 0 be a rational function with degree deg(R) : = deg(P) - 
- deg(Q). We can characterize deg (R) by the property: deg(R(t)) is the unique 
integer d such that the limit of tmdR(t) exists and is non-zero if t grows to 
infinity. Call the limit h(R). So this is the head coefficient of P divided by the 
one of Q. Write R(t-‘) = P’(t)/Q’(t), for some polynomials P’ and Q’. Then 
deg(R(t)) is also the unique integer d such that the limit of tdR(t-‘) exists 
when t goes to zero; and its limit is h@(t)). So this is the coefficient of the 
monomial of smallest degree in P’ divided by the one of Q’. 
Put ti:= t for all i, in %J((/l@Rj)‘; t) and define 
~~:= ~((AoRj)‘; t,:=t,...,t,:=t). 
Then %; is a rational function in one variable. From propositions 6.5 and 6.4 
it follows from the remarks above that: 
7.1. LEMMA. (1) deg(gA)= Cy=,-(di+l)= -dim V; deg($;)< -dim V, 
ifO<i<s-2; deg(R,_2)= CF=, (-die1 + [d/21)= -dim V+ Cr=, rdi/21. 
(2) h($b)=(- l)d’rn V-1; h(%;)=h(??;), if l<i<s-2, and h(%;_,)= 
=h(%&). n;=, (- l)rdJz’. 
7.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose CT=, rdJ2-j is odd. Then (AOR,_J’ is not a 
Cohen-Macaulay AC-module. 
PROOF. Let {fi, . . . . f,.} be a system of parameters for A’, with degrees 
{e i,...,e,}. Let n(t):=fl:_, (1-C). Then Ce,! can be written as ??I= 
=r;(t)/n(t), for some polynomial r,(t). If (AOR;)’ is Cohen-Macaulay then 
r,(t) has only non-negative coefficients. AC is Cohen-Macaulay, so a necessary 
condition for (A@Ri)’ to be Cohen-Macaulay is that the sign of h( Ceh) is 
the same as the sign of h( FJ/). This is not the case in the situation of this 
proposition. n 
7.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose Cy=, [d/21 is even; and suppose AC has a 
system of parameters with degrees {e,, . . . , e,} , such that 
t’(l-t))e h (l-teJ)=: Cyktk 
r=l k 
has a negative coefficient yk, with k,l dim 1/- Cy=, (rd,J21). Then 
(AOR,_2)G is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
PROOF. If we write the right-hand side of the equation in proposition 6.5 
as g(t)/n:=, (1 -t’s), then the coefficient in g(t) of t with degree k,+ 
+ CF=, rdi/21 is (- l)e+‘ym,=(- 1) dim “-‘yk, (because I:=, rd;/21 is even). 
The lowest degree with non-zero coefficient in 
(_ ljdim V-ltdim V 
s;-,(t) fi (1 -t”) 
r-l 
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is greater than dim V so the coefficient of degree Cy= 1 rd;/21 is (- l)dim “- ‘. 
This means that in the numerator of %i_,(t-‘) coefficients with opposite 
signs occur. It follows that P?-,(t) cannot be written as k(t)fll=, (1 -P’))l, 
with k(t) a polynomial with non-negative coefficients. The conclusion is that 
(A @R,_2)G is not Cohen-Macaulay. n 
7.4. COROLLARY. Suppose V=Rd is irreducible, with d>4. Then 
(A@R,_z)G is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
PROOF. If d= 1,2 mod 4, this follows from proposition 7.2. 
!3(k[R4]‘) = l/((l - t2)(1 - t3)) (see Q 5), so dim k[R,]y> 1, if ir2. From 
Hermite’s reciprocity theorem (see [7], p. 52) it follows that dim k[RJF= 
= dim k[R&’ L 1, if dz 2. Suppose d= 3 mod 4 and dz 7. Take an invariant 
of degree 4 (which is automatically a non-zero divisor) and extend it to a 
homogeneous system of parameters for A’, where the other parameters have 
degrees 24. We can applicate proposition 7.3 with this system to obtain the 
conclusion, because y41 - 1 and 41 d+ 1 - Id/21 = [d/21. 
Suppose d= 0 mod 4 and dr 8. From %(k[R,]‘)= l/(1 - t2) and 
9 (k[R,] G, = 1 /(l - t4) it follows from Hermite’s reciprocity theorem that 
k[R,] = A contains an invariant f2 of degree 2 (unique up to a scalar) and an 
invariant f3 of degree 3. Suppose _f2 = I, . I2 E A is reducible. Then 1, is a semi- 
invariant linear form. SLz has no multiplicative characters, so 1; is an invariant 
for G. This leads to a contradiction with the irreduciblity of R,. This implies 
that A/(f, .A) has no zero-divisors and we can extend f2, f3 to a homogeneous 
system of parameters for AC. We can suppose the degrees of the other 
parameters to be ~4. The coefficient of t4 in t(1 - t) -’ n:=, (1 - t") (i.e. y4) 
is equal to - 1, and 4 Ed + 1 - d/2 = d/2 + 1. This system of parameters has the 
required properties for 7.3 and we conclude that (A OR,_ 2)G is not a Cohen- 
Macaulay module. n 
REMARK. It would be nice at this point to have a result of the kind: (AOR,)’ 
is not Cohen-Macaulay then (AOR,)’ is not Cohen-Macaulay if j>i. But we 
do not have a proof. 
From now on suppose V= R, is irreducible. 
7.5. PROPOSITION. Let dz 3 and pz0. Then: 
I deg(9:-d+p if d is odd, deg( W;-2+J = deg(gi_2) +p/2 if d and p even. 
PROOF. Suppose d odd. 
We use induction on p. The case p=O is contained in 7.1(2). 
Supposedeg(9,‘_,+;)=-d-l+rd/21+i, ifOsi<p. No~deg(gi_z_~)r 
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5 -d-l if lsjss-2. Also deg(flj)+deg(%;_z_i)S -d-l+rd/21, with 
equality iff i=s- 2 and j=s. 
It follows from deg(Pj) < j if j> 1 (here we use that d is odd) that 
deg(Pt 59- 2 +pP1)=1+deg(YJ_2+,_,)= -d-l+ 4 +p. H 
There is a relation 
&YS_,+,_,+ ... +p; S;P2+P_;+ a** +p, g:_2+P_, = -po F2_2+p= 
=- g;-2+p. 
There is only one term on the left-hand side with degree - d - 1 + d/2 +p, all 
others have smaller degree. Therefore 
deg(SJ_2+p)=1+deg(~~P2+,_,)= -d-l+ p +p. 11 
and h( %i_2_P) = - h(P,)h( gi_2+P_ i) =h( YJiP2+PP i). This finishes the proof 
for odd d. 
For even d the proof is essentially the same, but one should take only the even 
indices, as in the remark after corollary 4.4. n 
7.6. COROLLARY. Let d= 1 or 2 (mod 4); and dz3. Then (AOR;)’ is not 
a Cohen-Macaulay AC-module, if i IS - 2. 
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